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A shock as same as "Blue Man" !!A shock as same as "Blue Man" !!
Tatsuhiko Wasada (Producer in Japan)

「Spectacle Musical !!」  (Japan Expo / Paris)
「You will definitely fall in love !! 」 (Hyper Japan / London)

「Spectacle Musical !!」  (Japan Expo / Paris)
「You will definitely fall in love !! 」 (Hyper Japan / London)

2016  HATENKOHRO birth.
           Performing on the main stage of " Tokyo ComicCon " (Makuhari Messe・50,000 visitors)
2017  Live show tour in France
           Performing on " JAPAN EXPO in Paris " on the main stage (10,000 over capacity)
           Got standing ovation from 1,000 more people at JAPAN EXPO in Paris
2018  Live show tour in Europe (4 cities / 17days / 18show in France and U.K.)
           Performing on " Avignon Festival "
 　 　Performing on reception of " Tourism Expo Japan "(Tokyo Big sight)
           the event gathered tourist ambassador from each country
 　 　Performing in China and Taiwan
 　 　Performing on " Wuzhen Theatre Festival " in China (5days / 10show)
 　 　Performing on " Tokyo ComicCon " 3years in a row (No one is achieving except us)
 　 　Performing on the opening ceremony of " Kanda Myojin shrine hall "
2019  Live show tour in New Zealand, and our costume collaborated with NZ designers
 　 　Performing on the main stage of " JAPAN DAY " at Eden Park Stadium
 　 　Performing on Culture city of East Asia 2019 Toshima ( Cohost by Japan, China and Korea )
          Performing on " Wuzhen Theatre Festival " two years in a row. Performing on the opening ceremony, too
          Performing on The opening ceremony of  Tokyo tatemono Brillia Hall Hareza ikebukuro
          Performing on the main stage of " Tokyo ComicCon " four years in a row
2020 Live show tour in New Zealand, performing on "SPLORE" which is the biggest music festival in NZ
2021 Performing on the main stage of "Sibiu international theatre festival" which is the biggest theatre festival in the world

A shock as same as "Blue Man" !!A shock as same as "Blue Man" !!
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COLLABOLATE

Each member has the top of skills of each fields. So we can create
 the performance with other variety of artists. We hope to create
exciting entertainment with talented artists and creator in the world.

We adapt various venuw use of our High-quality perfoemances.
It not only can perform at Live music venue, but also it can perform
at theatre festival, open-air stage and so on.

Juri Mizuno
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